Abstract-We study two basic problems of probabilistic rea-sentence) of both problems can be obtained after a reformusoning: the probabilistic logic and the probabilistic entailment lation as linear programs with an exponential number of variproblems. The first one can be defined as follows. Given a set of ables (see, e.g., Hailperin [3] and Nilsson [1] ). Georgakopoulogical sentences and probabilities that these sentences are true, l [4] prop the aim is to determine whether these probabilities are consistent lorsoetia ese l togappl clumn eneation t ues or not. Given a consistent set of logical sentences and probabili-for solving these linear programs. Jaumard et al. [5] suggest ties, the probabilistic entailment problem consists in determining improvements to the solution scheme using column generation the range of the possible values of the probability associated techniques and report promising experimental results on the with additional sentences while maintaining a consistent set of efficiency of these techniques for solving the probabilistic sentences and probabilities.
I. INTRODUCTION
approach proceeds by computing increasingly narrow probability intervals that contain the tightest entailed probability Uncertainty often plays a crucial role in expert systems interval. They call it anytime deduction as it can be stopped at in the knowledge and the inference rules. Many different any time to yield partial information on the largest probability perspectives and models have been proposed for handling un-interval of an additional sentence. However, they do not certain knowledge. Several of them are based on a combination provide an explicit and well-defined procedure to perform this of logic and probability theory. In this paper, we focus on deduction. Moreover, they do not discuss the consistency issue.
the Probabilistic Logic and Probabilistic Entailment problems. Hansen et al. [8] show that one of the examples considered They have been first studied in Artificial Intelligence by by Frisch and Haddawy is indeed inconsistent although their Nilsson [1] although set by Boole [2] . The probabilistic logic procedure does not detect it. Another drawback of their problem consists in finding, given a set of logical sentences approach is that quite often, it does not provide the tightest and probabilities that these sentences are true, whether the set probability interval bounds when solving the probabilistic of probabilities is consistent. When there is consistency, we entailment problem. can define the probabilistic entailment problem: it determines, Using previous work on the analytical solution of the given an additional sentence, its largest possible probability probabilistic logic and entailment problems (see, Hansen et interval such that the overall set of sentences and probabilities al. [9] ), we propose an explicit deductive method that allows remains consistent.
the detection of inconsistency, and in case of consistency, Complete solution (i.e., a procedure that can validate the computes an estimation, most of the time exact, of the inconsistency or inconsistency and, in case of consistency, pro-terval probability of an additional sentence. The current paper vide the largest possible probability interval of an additional generalizes a first deductive method described in Jaumard et al. [10] for set of sentences limited to at most three literals Consider the objective function Ami+p (with Am±i, = and additional sentences restricted to unit ones. We also study (am±,+j) , where am±y,j is equal to 1 if Smi+ is true for the generalization of the resolution principle of propositional the possible word wi and equal to 0 otherwise). The Probalogic in the particular case of sentences with two literals.
bilistic Entailment problem corresponds to the solution of the The paper is organized as follows. Statements of the proba-following linear programs bilistic logic and probabilistic entailment problems are recalled in the next section, together with a description of the numerical (Pmin) LLm±= min{Am±ip constraints of (P)} and analytical solutions previously proposed. In Section III, we and recall the first deductive approach proposed in Jaumard et al [10] and present a generalization of it, called AD-PSAT, with (Pmax) 7m±1 max{Am±ip: constraints of (P))}.
a new mechanism for activating inference rules on subsets of A natural extension of both problems has been proposed sentences. Section IV presents a computational comparison of by Hailperin [11] in which probability intervals [7, -7] are different deductive approaches with an exact solution method assigned to the logical sentences instead of the single point using column generation. probability value 7i for i = 1,2, ..., m. The model so obtained is often more realistic in applications such as, e.g., II. BACKGROUND ON PROBABILISTIC LOGIC medical or failure diagnosis, as the probability values 7 are AND PROBABILISTIC ENTAILMENT PROBLEMS often defined by experts, and therefore subjective. The width A. Definitions of the interval [7, 7] Let us assume that the probabilistic logic problem defined Jaumard et al. [5] . Column generation methods applied to by (7) ) is consistent. Let Sm±i denote an additional logical the probabilistic logic problem consists in decomposing the sentence, with an unknown probability lFm±1. The Probabilis-initial (7)) problem in a master and an auxiliary problems tic Entailment (Nilsson [1] ) consists in determining the range which are easier to solve. Although the auxiliary problem is a [1m±1, 1m±1l] of possible values for the probability lFm±1 such NP-complete problem, as it corresponds to an unconstrained that (S U {Sm±1 }, (iF, Fm± 1)) is consistent.
nonlinearO0-1 optimization problem, the critical issue for large instances is the solution of the master problem, i.e., a linear where A3ax (A in) for all j represent the kmax (kmin) extreme program (85% of the computing times).
Analytical solution has also been explored and Hailperin GENERALIZATION OF TURBOSAT
[11] was one of the first author to investigate this issue.
He notes that an analytical expression of the lower and Jaumard et al. [10] proposed a first deductive approach, upper probability bounds of an additional event (i.e., logical called TURBOSAT, for solving the probabilistic logic and sentence) to occur can be obtained through the enumeration of entailment problems. It is a sequential procedure in which, the vertices of the dual of the linear program (P'). Each vertex at each iteration, we examine the impact of a given logical is associated with a linear expression in the probabilities w, of sentence together with the interval probability values of one the events to occur. For given values of these probabilities, the or two variables, on the probability interval values of a selected lower (upper) probability bounds of an additional sentence is variable. In other words, at each iteration, it tightens the the largest (smallest) value for all such expressions. Hansen et probability interval of a variable, and consequently defines a al.
[9] have completed Hailperin's analysis with the generation deductive approach corresponding to a sequential tightening of the consistency conditions which require the enumeration procedure. Let us outline this procedure more precisely in the of the extreme rays of the dual polyhedron again of program next paragraph.
(2'). We briefly present those results below. The dual program of (2') can be written as follows, A. TURBOSAT Procedure assuming the maximization of a dummy objective function TURBOSAT procedure detects whether a given instance
Op has been added to (2'): (S, 7) is consistent and, in case of consistency, provide tight bounds on the probability interval of an additional logical (D') min{uo + 7v + 7u f l l + ALU + ALUI .0, sentence.
u > 0, and u' < 0}.
At the outset, we define a set of so-called primitives, At the initialization, all variables for which no information (1, 7, 7r)tr < 0 is given on their uncertainty are assigned a [0,1] probability for all extreme rays r of (D'7).
interval. As the algorithm is iterating, probability intervals are Let us state the dual programs Of (P1min) and (2'max): tightened using the set of primitives and the current set of probability intervals assigned to the variables and senteces.
(D'max) max{uo + wrtu + rttu'
The procedure TURBOSAT defines an order in which the 11uo + Atu + AtuI < Am+±p, u > 0, u' < O} primitives are applied in order to find the best probability interval of an additional sentence with a minimum number and of iterations. It works as follows.
(D'1min) min{uo + 7tu + 7tu':
TURBOSAT considers the variable of the objective function, looks for the logical sentences that contains it, and then Ilyo + Atu + AtuI > Am+±p, u < 0, u' > 0}.
attempt recursively to improve the probability intervals of their Again, generalizing the results of Hailperin [11] to the variables. A description of the TURBOSAT procedure is given interval version of the probabilistic entailment problem leads in Jaumard et al [10] .
to:
TURBOSAT procedure is however incomplete in the sense Theorem 2: The best lower (upper) bound for m+±l iS that it does not always provide the best possible probability given by the following convex (concave) piecewise linear bounds as it was showed in Jaumard et al.
[10] on particular function of the probability assignment:
sets of sentences and probabilities. However, in many cases, TURBOSAT iS able to conclude to the consistency or the Lm±1 @Wrm±i) = max (1, 7r, 1r)t-.AJax inconsistency properly for the probabilistic logic problem and j=1,2.kX/max to obtain the tightest probability intervals for the probabilistic K=-mink (1, 7, EVALSentence(Sk±l, [7, also suggest the introduction of new primitives so as enhance Procedure 1: Outline of the AD-PSAT. its performance in terms of precision for determining the tightest probability interval of an additional sentence in the probabilistic entailment problem.
EVAL-SENTENCE(Sk+l, [ Satisfiability problem, in which each logical sentence (or 2) Definition of New Primitives. Let us now turn our clause) has exactly two literals) which can be solved in attention to modifications of the TURBOSAT procedure so that polynomial time (see, e.g., Garey and Johnson [17] ), the probait can handle directly general instances, i.e., instances with an bilistic entailment problem is always NP-complete even if each additional sentence not restricted to a unit one. We recall the sentence has exactly two literals (e.g., see Georgakopoulus et list of some primitives that we used in TURBOSAT in tables I al. [4] ). and V. The reader can refer to Parreira [16] for other lists.
One commonly used approach to satisfiability testing is 3) Procedure AD-PSAT. We describe below the procedure based on the following resolution principle. Resolution over AD-PSAT which generalizes TURBOSAT. Using the enlarged two sentences(Se -a v y) and (Se . Q V Ge) results in a set of primitives described in the previous paragraph and a sentence (ab V Q (called resolvent or consensus) which do new strategy for tightening probability intervals, it detects not contain the literal y. Computing recursively all possible whether a given instance (S, AT , ) is consistent and, in case of resolutions leads to the set of prime implicants. If this set does consistency, provide tight bounds on the probability interval not contain both a literal and its complement, then we conclude of an additional logical sentence.
that the satisfiability problem is consistent. Generalizing this There are two possibilities for tightening the probability resolution principle to the probabilistic case leads to the interval of a given logical sentence. Either, we first tighten the Procedure 5 described below.
probability intervals of the literals defining this sentence using primitives of Tables I and V (or the other tables described in 5) Solution of a D/icult Instance. In Jaumard et al.
[10], Parreira [16] ).
the authors identified the following instance for which TUR- If wr < 7',set w <-' and NewBJ3ounds(x) <-identify those TRUE; which contain either xi or Ti. 14.
If 1r < r', set <---7' and New-Bounds(x) <
For i 1 to do TRUE;
Consider logical sentence Si 15.
MarkSentences(S) <-FALSE;
If there is a primitive with a and Q then 16 . Endlf
Resolve each pair {(a V yi), (Q V i)I)} C Ci. BOSAT failed to provide the tightest probability interval: [27 ] probability bounds for X2, i.e., S4. Let us now apply the ADPsAT procedure assuming that the two primitives (pi) and (P2) We show that there is a probability distribution such that of Table I and (P32) from Parreira [16] . Using (pi) leads to the the bounds obtained using the resolution procedure are not first following probability bounds: 7 = max{w71 + 7a -1, 0} necessarily the tightest possible ones. Consider the following and -7 = min{7a, 1}. Applying the P2 primitive gives 7 interval probabilities: 71 = 0.6, 7ri = 0. 7, Wa =0.5, ia =0.7, max{1 -7rb, 0} and 7 = min{1 + 7r-wr, 1}. Finally, apply =b 0.7, lb = 0.8, c = 0.45 et 7rc = 0.6.w2 = 0.2 et primitive (P32). We then find the best possible probability -71 = 0.7. The procedure GEN-RESOLUTION leads to the bounds, i.e., the same that those obtained when applying probability bounds [72, 72] = [0.2,0.7] while the AD-PSAT directly the analytical approach of Hansen et al. [9] . This one leads to [w72, 7F2] = [0.3,0.6] which corresponds to the means that AD-PSAT manages to find the tightest probability tightest probability interval. interval of this particular instance on which TURBOSAT fails to do so. We will see that AD-PSAT improves in many cases IV. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS on the range of the probability intervals found by TURBOSAT. an Ultra-10 SUN sparc computer. Let us show that there is a probability distribution such that We use two methods, one is the PSATCOL algorithm which the bounds obtained by the AD-PSAT procedure may not be corresponds to an exact method solution using the column necessarily the tightest possible ones. Again, becaus e s(12) generation techniques (see Jaumard et al. [5] ), the another one problem has a small number of sentences, it can be solved is the AD-PSAT algorithm described in the previous section. directly by the analytical method described in Section IIC. The results of a first comparison are described in Table II. We then obtain the following best possible bounds:
Each line corresponds to the averages of the computing times =max { + --+ --1---used by both procedures on a set of 10 randomly generated 1r max 1ra +Tc-T1 line is associated with a set of 10 randomly generated instances Let us now try to apply the AD-PSAT procedure where the with n variables and m sentences. We provide the average two primitives P4 and p5 of Table V are available. Using probability intervals found by each procedure, as well as the P4 primitive and S3 lead to the following bounds: X computing times (mean and standard deviation). The instances max{7ra-7r -W2 0} and 7 = min{7a, 1}. Applying the from one line to the other differ with respect to the number of P5 primitive and S4 give 7' =max{7r, 7r1 + 7rb -2-1} and times the literal defining the objective function is appearing Finally, the last 
